In this paper, we study the uniqueness and existence of positive solutions for the fractional integro-differential equation with the integral boundary value problem. By means of the Banach contraction principle and the Krasnoselskii fixed point theorem, the sufficient conditions on the uniqueness and existence of positive solutions are investigated. An example is given to illustrate the main results.
Introduction
It is widely recognized that the memory and hereditary properties of various materials and processes are well predicted by using fractional differential operators. The differential equation with fractional order derivative has recently proven to be a strong tool in the modeling of many phenomena in various fields of science and engineering [, ] . The fractional differential equation has made a profound impact on some areas such as viscoelasticity, diffusion procedures, relaxation vibrations, electrochemistry, signal and image processing, mechatronics, physics, and control theory; see [-] .
The Volterra model for population growth of a species within a closed system is characterized by a nonlinear fractional integro-differential equation in the following form:
where c D α denotes the Caputo fractional derivative of order  < α ≤ , p(t) is the scaled population of identical individuals, t denotes the time, a >  is the birth rate coefficient, b >  is the crowding coefficient, and c >  is the toxicity coefficient, which denotes the essential behavior of the population evolution before its level falls to zero in the long run [, ] . Besides, the nonlinear oscillation of earthquake can be modeled with fractional derivatives [] , and the fluid-dynamic traffic model with fractional derivatives can eliminate the deficiency arising from the assumption of continuum traffic flow [] . In the characteriza-tion of viscoelasticity's Hook law, the five parameter generalized Zener model
x(t) + aD α t x(t) = by(t) + cD β t y(t)
or the three parameter generalized Maxwell model
x(t) + aD α t y(t) = bz(t)
are often used. With suitable initial or boundary conditions, the existence and nonexistence of positive solutions for the above equations are significant and serviceable.
Since theoretical results can help to get an in-depth understanding for the fractional order model, motivated by the mentioned equation models and their application background, in this paper, we concentrate on the more complicated and abstract fractional boundary value problem (FBVP):
given function satisfying some assumptions that will be specified later,
H(t, s)x(s) ds
For the past few decades, many researchers have tried to model real processes using the fractional calculus. In the mathematical context, several interesting results about the existence of positive solutions for fractional equation models have been reported [-] . In [], the following boundary value problem of the fractional differential equation was considered: 
Preliminaries and lemmas
Denote C(J, R + ) the Banach space of all continuous functions from J into R + with the norm u := sup{|u(t)| : t ∈ J}, L p (J, R + ) the Banach space of all Lebesgue measurable functions
respectively. Next, we introduce some basic definitions and properties of the fractional calculus theory and auxiliary lemmas in order to obtain the uniqueness and existence of positive solutions for FBVP (.).
where u ∈ C n (J, R), R = (-∞, +∞), N denotes the natural number set, n = [α] + , and [α] denotes the integer part of α.
Definition . ([, ])
The Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative of order α > , n - < α < n, n ∈ N is defined as
where the function u(t) is n times continuously differentiable on J.
Definition . ([, ]) Let α >  and let u be piecewise continuous on (, +∞) and integrable on any finite subinterval of J. Then, for t > , we call 
where c i ∈ R (i = , , . . . , n -), n is the smallest integer greater than or equal to α.
, consider the following FBVP (.) with integral boundary value condition:
where
Proof FBVP (.) is equivalent to the following integral equation:
The other boundary condition
Hence, substituting (.) into (.), we have
Now, integrate (.) from  to  in both sides, we get
, we obtain (.). This completes the proof of the lemma.
Thus, by (.) and (.), we know
Then we obtain
From (.), (.), and (.), we get
Remark . By Remark ., combined with the boundary conditions  ≤ μ < n -, n ≥ , 
Main results
In the following, we list some conditions to be used later:
, then FBVP (.) has a unique positive solution on J.
t ∈ J and u ∈ C(J, R + ). Hence, FBVP (.) is equivalent to the following integral equation:
s, u(s), Tu(s), Su(s) ds
+ (n -)t n- n - -μ   ( -s) α- (α) f s, u(s), Tu(s), Su(s) ds - μ(n -)t n- n - -μ   ( -s) α α (α) f
Now, define the operator F on B r = {u ∈ C(J, R + ) : u ≤ r} as follows:
Therefore, the existence of a solution of the FBVP (.) is equivalent to that of a fixed point on B r of the operator F. We shall use the Banach contraction principle to prove that F has a fixed point. The proof is divided into two steps. . Fu ∈ B r , for every u ∈ B r . For every u ∈ B r and δ > , by (H  ) and the Hölder's inequality, we get
+ t  (t -s) α- (α) f
+ (n -)|(t + δ) n- -t n- | n - -μ   ( -s) α- (α) f
+ μ(n -)|(t + δ) n- -t n- | n - -μ   ( -s) α α (α) f
Thus, the right-hand side of the above inequality tends to zero as δ → . Therefore, F is continuous on J.
Next, we prove Fu(t) ≥ , t ∈ J. For any t ∈ J,
+ M(t) + (μM -M())(n -)t n- n - -μ = - t  (t -s) α- (α) f s, u(s), Tu(s), Su(s) ds + (n -)t n- α(n - -μ)   α( -s) α- -μ( -s) α (α) f s, u(s), Tu(s), Su(s) ds + (n - -μ)M(t) + (μM -M())(n -)t n- n - -μ = - t  (t -s) α- (α) f s, u(s), Tu(s), Su(s) ds + (n -)t n- α(n - -μ) t  α( -s) α- -μ( -s) α (α) f s, u(s), Tu(s), Su(s) ds + (n -)t n- α(n - -μ)  t α( -s) α- -μ( -s) α (α) f s, u(s), Tu(s), Su(s) ds + (n - -μ)M(t) + (μM -M())(n -)t n- n - -μ =  α(n - -μ) t  (n -)t n- (α( -s) α- -μ( -s) α ) -α(n - -μ)(t -s) α- (α) · f
Moreover, for any u ∈ B r and all t ∈ J, we have
which implies that Fu ≤ r. Thus, we can conclude that, for all u ∈ B r , Fu ∈ B r , that is, F : B r → B r . . F is a contraction mapping on B r . For u  , u  ∈ B r and any t ∈ J, using (H  ) and the Hölder's inequality, we have
So, we obtain
Thus, F is a contraction mapping by the condition (.). By the Banach contraction principle, we can deduce that F has an unique fixed point which is the unique positive solution of the FBVP (.).
Theorem . Assume that f
, then FBVP (.) has at least one positive solution on J.
is a closed, bounded and convex set of C(J, R + ). We define the operators A and B on B R as
By a similar proof to (.)-(.) in Theorem ., we know Au(t) + Bu(t) ≥ , t ∈ J. For any u ∈ B R , by (H  ) and the triangle inequality, we get
Then, for any u ∈ B R and all t ∈ J, we have
For any v ∈ B R and all t ∈ J, by (H  ), we have For t ∈ J, α  ∈ (, α -), α  ∈ (, α -), set m  (t) = . Choosing some k >  large enough and suitable α  ∈ (, α -), α  ∈ (, α -), we can arrive at the inequality (.). Therefore, by Theorem ., we see that FBVP (.) has a unique solution on J.
Conclusions
In this work, we establish the conditions of uniqueness and existence results of positive solutions for a class of fractional integro-differential equations involving the Caputo derivative of order α (n - < α ≤ n, n ≥ ), the explicit cases, including measurable or continuous nonlinear term f , are discussed by adopting new assumption conditions. Our results (Theorems . and .) are based on the Banach contraction principle and the Krasnoselskii fixed point theorem. In particular, an example is given to show the effectiveness of the obtained results. Moreover, the sufficient conditions we obtained are very simple, which provides flexibility for the application and analysis of a nonlinear fractional differential equation.
